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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this study the statemens of the problem is significance of the symbols in 

expressing true meaning in Emily Dickinson’s poems. The result of the study 

shows the symbol which found that are: (1) in Because I could not Stop for Death: 

“Death”,”immortality”,“theCarriage”,“we slowly drove- He knew no 

haste’“theSchool”,“children”,”ring”,”field”,”GrazingGrain”,”the Setting 

Sun”,”the Dews”,”my Gown”, “a House”,”a Swelling of the Ground”,“The Roof  

was scarcely visible”,“Feels shorter than the Day”,“Horses Heads”.(2) in the I 

heard a Fly buzz-when Idied:”Fly”,“The stillness in the Room”, “heaves a 

Storm”, “the Eyes”,“And Breaths were gathering firm”,”the King”,I willed my 

Keepsakes-Signed away”,“a Fly”,”Blue”, “the Light”, “window”“I could not see 

to see-“. (3) in the My life Closed twice before its Close: “My life closed twice 

before its close”,“See and unveil”,“A third event to me”,Parting 

Those symbols have the expressing true meaning namely: (1) in Because I 

could not stop for Death is the overall of the poem seems to be that death is not to 

be feared since it is a natural part of the endless cycle of nature.Eternity signaled 

the passage from life to death to an afterlife and that are phase certain that they 

way, and human could not stop came of death. (2) in I heard a Fly buzz-when I 

diedthis poem describe about death and expose how anyone imaginary feel the 

process when they die, and toward their die.Dickinson even tells us about giving 

away the last of her possessions, to show us that everything is truly ready. Death 
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is inevitable to all who are born, although not all deaths are disturbed by a pesky 

fly. (3) in My life closed twice before its closeiseveryone has experience close 

twice, the first when they born, they can not see something, and the second when 

they was died, their eye can’t see about world. And the third experience is life 

after died. The life after died more eternal than life in the world, because the God 

set immortality life after died both of heaven and hell. 

In this chapter, the thesis will give the conclusion. From the analysis, the 

thesis writer can reveal the state of mind of Emily Dickinson. Dickinson poem’s 

contain a lot of symbol that represent what he has in his mind by the time he 

wrote his poems. After all the poems have been analyzed which areBecauseI 

could not Stop for Death, I heard a Fly buzz-when I died, and My life closed twice 

before its close reveal the message that Emily Dickinson want to tell to his reader. 

First, the message of Because I could not stop for Death is anyone could 

not stop the death and we can’t regret it. Second, the message of I heard a Fly 

buzz-when I died is we through the life twice and at the end we finally death. 

Third, the message My life closed twice before its closed is the light of God that 

helping us before we are going to die, and process how the way we die must be 

gathering our close family or another people. 

From the third poems above it can be concluded that Emily Dickinson’s 

poem deals with death and the problem of life after death and also her doubt about 

immortality. She is obsesses with anything about eternity and she trys to make an 

observation about it. Ultimately her obsession became morbid and her eagerness 
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for details. The hungry desires to know what the death is. The total meaning of 

symbol in Dickinson poems she has presented a typical Christian theme in its final 

irresolution. The framework of the poem is, in fact, two abstractions, mortality 

and eternity, which are made to associate in equality with the images: she sees the 

ideas, and thinks the perception. 

 


